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Mask Covers for N95 

Assembly-Line Tutorial  
Based off the pattern found at VCU Heath.   

Information from original pattern is as follows. 

May be worn alone or over an N95 for isolation precautions to extend N95 use when 
appropriate during a severe shortage of available PPE. Intended for reuse after 
laundering. If N95 is visibly soiled, it must be discarded.  

This information is provided for your independent evaluation. Neither the materials nor design of these masks has been reviewed or 
approved by the FDA or any other regulatory agency. Each institution must make its own independent determination as to whether the 
masks are suitable for any particular purpose.  
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Mark dots 
for elastic 

Mark Noctches for Center Seam
1/2” SA for Large Mask
5/8” SA for Small Mask

1/2” SA

N95 Mask Cover Pattern
Cut 4

1” square 



1.  Pre-wash the fabric to prevent finished masks 
from shrinking. Use hot water and dry on high heat, 
promptly remove from the dryer to keep to avoid 
excessive wrinkling.  

2.  Print out pattern and glue to a thicker board, such 
as a cereal box, for added strength and durability. 
Make four clips into the pattern for easy marking—

two for the elastic placement and 2 for the center 
seam notches. You will know that your pattern has 
printed out to the correct size if the box to the left of 
the pattern is a 1”. See Image 1.  

3.  Remove the hems from the surgical sheet so the 
fabric will fold better and lay flatter. Use one of the 
three pattern layouts, picking the one that fits your 
cutting table requirements. If you have a larger table 
opt for Layout A if you have limited space to cut out 
your pattern, use Layout B. Layout C is for those 
using regular 44/45 inch broadcloth. 

Mask Cover Prep

Materials 

- Surgical/Operating Room Sheet 

- 1/8” - 1/4” Elastic white or black 

- Thread 

- Pins 

- Scissors Optional: Rotary Cutter and Cutting Mat 

- Heavy Paper for Pattern  

- Cardboard for 9 1/2” Elastic Maker
Image 1



Mask Cover Pattern Layout
NOTE:  As you can see I have nestled the pattern pieces 
in tight to avoid wasting fabric and time.  

I suggest that you double or triple your fabric to cut out 
more that one piece at a time.  

I have successfully cut out pieces using four full surgical 
sheets at once. I have a folding cutting table from 
Joanne’s and Layout A fits that 
table perfectly. I used sharp 
dressmaker shears and a rotary 
cutter with a new blade to cut.  

TIP: The more layers of fabric 
that you have the more pinning 
is required. The fabric can slip 
and skew the finished cut out. I 
just pinned the “football” 
shape twice instead of once. 

One 55” x 72” surgical sheet yeilds 22 mask covers. 
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4.  Cut out your pieces and clip in an 1/8 “ into the 
edge of the fabric to mark elastic placement and 
center seams. See Image 2.  

5. Divide pieces in two equal stacks. Cut the elastic 
into 9.5" pieces if the masks are going to be worn 
over an N95 mask. If they are for the general public, I 
suggest cutting the elastic into 9" pieces. This way, 
the masks will fit snuggly over one's face.  Some 
people cut out a 9 to 9.5" piece of cardboard to aide 
in cutting multiple pieces of elastic at once. Just be 
sure not to stretch the elastic as you loop it round 
and round again. 

6.  Start by setting up your sewing station for a quick 
and easy production line. Have all your pattern 
pieces and elastic cut out and ready to go. Make 
sure that your cut pattern pieces are in two equal 
piles. You will only be putting elastic on half.  

NOTE: I suggest making one or two to get the hang 
of the process before making the in batches, 
assembly-line style.  

7. Match the elastic to the coordinating clips. I found 
it convent to put my first stack onto a print out of the 
pattern, so I don't accidentally put the elastic on to 
the wrong side of the football-shaped piece. See 
Image 3.  
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8.  Place one end of the elastic at the uppermost clip 
and simply sew elastic on with the sewing machine 
by going back and forth over the elastic twice. The 
spacing for the elastic should be three inches. There 
is no need to pin elastic in place. Next, raise pressure 
foot, loosen the thread from the machine a bit and 
place the other end of the elastic at the lower clip, 
making sure not to twist the elastic. Lower pressure 
foot and repeat tack and move on to the next piece 
and repeat the process again and again till you have 
put elastic on your entire pile. 

9. This process is called chain stitching. You are not 
clipping your threads each time you sew. Instead, 
you are creating a long snake-like string of pieces 
that are all attached with thread. See Image 4. Once 
you have completed the batch, you will cut the 
threads close, as seen in image 3. 

10.  Now it is time to join the two stacks together. 
Set the pieces with elastic in front of your machine. 
Now place the second pile on top of your pattern 
pieces for easy identification. If everything is facing 
the same direction, you will be able to move swiftly 
through the process. See Image 5. 
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11.  Sew the two pieces together using a 1/2" seam 
allowance. You are seaming them together along the 
elastic side, creating one half of the finished mask. 
Backstitch at the beginning and the end of each 
seam. Chain stitch, without clipping threads till you 
have assembled all the mask halves.  

12. Clip the seam allowance and trim the seam 
down to 1/4 
to 3/8 inch, 
this will 
reduce bulk in 
the seam and 
help you sew 
a gentle curve 
in later steps. 
See Image 6. 
Repeat till 
finished 
clipping and 
trimming.  

NOTE: Normally, I would press a seam like this, but 
there is pandemic going on, and our #healthheroes 
need to be safe. So, we skimp on the finer finishes for 
now. 

13. Now, turn one of your "pita bread" shaped 
pieces inside out and slid it down into a second 
mask half, right sides together—pin at the seams and 
the center seam notches. Once you get the hang of 
this, you might not need to pin as much or at all. I 
still pin the seams, so they match up cute and pretty. 
Be sure to tuck your elastic down into the pouch, so 
you don't catch it in your next seam. See Image 7. 

14. Stitch the pinned 
halves together, 
leaving an opening in 
between the two 
center seam notches 
on one side. Use a 
1/2" or 5/8 inch seam 
allowance for this 
seam depending on 
the N95 mask size you 
are making covers for.  

Tip: I put pins at my 
starting and finishing points to remind me when to 
stop sewing. (Image 7)  
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15.  Be sure to backstitch at the beginning and end. 
Remove pins as you sew. I use my thread cutter on 
my sewing machine to rough cut my threads as I sew 
each mask. Chain stitching is cumbersome at this 
point. You can still save time by properly clipping all 
your threads on all the mask covers once you have 
completed this step.  

16.  Clip your thread and trim down the seam 
allowance to 3/8" to create a tidy mask. I leave the 
full seam allowance at the opening, so it's easier to 
complete the next step. See Image 8. 

17.  Turn the mask right side out and flip the seam 
allowance at the opening inward, pin, and stitch 
closed using a 1/8” seam allowance. Be sure to 
backstitch at each end. This step is an excellent 
opportunity to chain stitch. It's fun, easy and saves so 
much time. Clip threads once you have completed 
this task. See Image 9. 

18.  Next, you are going to finish off the make with 
an edge stitch that will keep the elastic in place and 
create professional-looking masks. To edge stitch, 
you want to slightly roll the seam towards the back 
of the mask cover with your thumb and fingers.Image 8

Image 9 



Usually, I would press this seam before sewing, but 
again, we are in a rush right now. See Image 10. 

19.  Place the edge of the mask under an open-toed 
pressure foot and sew right along the edge. You can 
see (Image 10) how I use the inside edge of the foot 
as my guide.If you do not have this type of foot sew 
using an 1/8 “ seam allowance. Edge stitching can 
take a bit of practice, but it's worth the effort.  

TIP: If you have trouble jumping over the bulky 
seams, lift our pressure foot while the needle is still 
in the fabric. Doing so releases the friction and 
allows the machine to work better.  

20. Use a sturdy pin to pull out the seam as you go. 
See Image 11.
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